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A collection of motivational poems on agape 

That makes our life happy and worth living, 

                   

To my daughters Priya and Priyanka. 



A foreword


My dear friend, Paul G. presents himself in this poetry as a moral philosopher with a 
prophetic quality. He is a growing poet. He is a philanthropist. He loves human 
beings and is very concerned about the evil that is manifest in the society. Never be 
a tool of destruction. All triumphs are only momentary.  We are emissaries sent out 
to play unique roles in the pages of destiny. Hunger is the knowledge and realization 
that there are millions of hungry people and it is our moral duty to alleviate their 
suffering. Time and money are gifts and are to be dealt with very carefully. He 
travelled up to the Himalayas to realise that his suffering was nothing compared to 
that of others and at the Corona times when he was bed ridden and missed the visit 
the UAE.


As a teenager he was sent out to see the competition in the world by his beloved 
teacher, late Dr. Manfred Hauck, and with a dream to be a writer he travelled far and 
wide, even to the Maldives, searching and getting myriad themes for his writings. 
Another loving teacher, the late Germen philosopher Dr. Joseph Beckonhoff inspired 
him so much while teaching him philosophy and spent his last days in Goa with 
him. Francis Acharya of Kurisumala inducted him to yoga, veda and vedanta and 
the late guru Nithya Chaithanya Yathi liked him so much and invited him to Fernhill, 
Ooty to become his disciple, but he side tracked and ended up in a college, where 
he spent thirty three years of his life time, like the lotus eater, interacting with 
thousands of students and fellow passengers in the train, commuting between 
Trivandrum and Quilon, a distance of hundred and sixty kilometres every day. The 
most inspiring thing in his sojourn there was his interaction with James Conway, a 
British author and opera director, Fr. John SJ, a great Jesuit priest, like Pope Francis 
and Dr.Joseph E.Varghese, though he could not see, he saw through his agony and 
made him born again and full of inner joy and life positive.


The landmark of his career as a poet, his first poem was published in SD college 
magazine Alleppey.  He posted in poetry.com regularly, helped by Professor Tony 
Connor, an American poet. After his stay in Maldives, interacting with the elite 
connoisseurs and billionaires of the world, and inspired by the exotic sun, sand and 
sea there, he brought out his first poetry book which was uplinked to his website by 
Prof. Udayakumar, then Rotary governor as early as 1990s. Prof. Madhusoodhanan 



Nair, the poet of Kerala released it as an anthology in the public library hall, Quilon 
and the late Maharaja of Travancore released the next edition on the college day of 
Loyola College, Trivandrum, where he worked. His dream to be a novelist was 
fulfilled by SBPRA books, Texas by publishing all his novels as an anthology. Sura 
books and Notion Press Chennai brought out the collections of his novels.


He had a value education training in IIIT, Hyderabad that gave him a sense of 
values, what to do and what not to do. He once confessed that these poems are the 
outcome of his fifty five years of wide reading, travel and interaction with umpteen 
number of people while teaching English in Munnar, being accountant of Kuttiady 
estate, Calicut, accounts manager of Patiala resort, Maldives, the head of office of 
Loyola College, Trivandrum and his twenty five years of daily train journey between 
Quilon and Trivandrum, and being the animator of St. John’s prayer group of the 
English speaking people of Quilon city once.


About heavenly bliss he writes: “to see thy face, to hear the music of your voice, to 
feel your divine caress,” is the happiest thing in the world, and to understand the 
mysteries of the world that are revealed in the holy books. He says that he loves 
everything in nature, sea, forests, rivers, books, movies, music and theatre, that all 
his tastes are befitting a poet. Writing poetry is his passion and hopes that the 
readers would like it. In unity and cooperation is strength, a twig can be easily 
broken, but a bunch of them tied together it is difficult to break. All is Maya and 
nothing is real. Death will take you unaware and it is our last journey from 
uncertainty to eternity.


Paul is very young at heart. At a very young age he developed a great moral 
consciousness and his gift of writing is a heavenly gift. He is very conscious of that. 
A writer has a moral responsibility to transform the society. May the Almighty God 
give him all the graces he needed like his wife Grace, so that he may become a 
great poet and writer with a heavenly purpose. May angels spread flowers on his 
ways and guide his intellect. May he be in the arms of God, day and night and 
influence his imaginative abilities and help him to use symbols and images that will 
attract many towards good and God, May God bless you, Paul G. to continue this 
sublime and noble work till your last breath.


Joe Netto, Quilon






On Agape 

Love one another, not hate each other


Give as much as we can to others


That we get it in the bargain too


If we give to others, we will receive too.


There is so much wealth dumped


In the hands of a few, they don’t need it


Even for their many generations to come


Still they amass wealth, out of greed.


There are people struggling to make a living


To make the both ends meet together,


Who does not have food, cloth or shelter,


Who work hard to make a day’s small earnings.


Out of greed people adulterate food grains,


Do stabbing and killing, bombing and blasting


Cheat and do corruption in politics and business


They want only money, they don’t care about others.


All have the right to everything in this world


No one should exploit or grab from others


Love should come and prevail in our hearts




Like in this Corona times, supporting and helpful. 

On minding my own business 

Like every other man I used,


To peep into other people’s affairs


Show undue interest in unwanted things


One day I learned a painful lesson


Of a lifetime; to mind my own business.


As I walked near the wall


That housed a lunatic asylum


I heard big laughter with shouts


Of happiness which we don’t hear


Anywhere in the sane world outside.


Some of them were shouting in a chorus,


‘Fifteen, fifteen, fifteen, fifteen’,


I got curious and wanted to find out


What it was that they were shouting for;


I peeped in through a hole in the wall.


One crazy guy inside poked into my eyes,


Bull’s eye, with a stick, they started shouting,


‘Sixteen, sixteen, sixteen, sixteen’,




I ran for my life from that weird place,


And learned to mind my own business. 

On pebbles 

An avaricious money lender lent money to a poor farmer


On the hope of marrying his beautiful daughter, she hated him


He was ugly and repulsive to look at, and he made a scheme


Gave the girl a chance to decide, putting two pebbles in a bag.


If she took the white pebble she would have to marry him,


If she selected black, he would acquit her father’s debt and


She won’t have to marry him; she was free to marry anyone else


Cunning as he was, he put two white pebbles in the bag.


The girl saw through that, her life would be doomed if she took any,


Cleverly she took a pebble and dropped it down, as if by accident,


It fell among other pebbles and its colour could not be decided,


She apologised for dropping it carelessly and made a request.


“Please look inside the bag to see the colour of the pebble left there.”


He took it out and it was white, the one that fell must be surely black,


Clever girl she saved her destiny and father from going to the gallows,


With her presence of mind and timely clever acting, bluffed the fool.






On Lower Periyar 

Lower Periyar, a hilly tract of land with migrant people,


Self-supporting and self-contained simple country folk,


Cut off from others by mountains and forest lands,


Gasper was their leader, the country chieftain.


A gang of thugs heard about the place and its wealth,


Of the beautiful women folk, and all the treasure there,


Came to ransack and plunder the place with great zeal:


He saw them from afar, fast approaching with a war cry.


No soldiers or warriors to defend or protect their place,


No arms and ammunitions to wage a bloody battle


The whole population was in peril from the enemy,


They would be defeated and plundered by the thugs.


He took stock of the situation, reckoned and decided,


To fight the enemy single handed, to scare them off,


Kissed his wife and loving daughters for the last time


Came charging at them with and a fierce war cry.


Thugs were taken aback, seeing him charging at them,


Flinging a big tree branch, he rushed forward straight,


To the man who held a spear that pierced him through,


But he hit two, the thugs ran off, seeing such gallantry.




On the ultimate 

Pack of dogs, some ten of them, only one female


She sat down in a meadow, others around her,


One bit another, fought for some time, the victor,


Confronted one ater, again other dogs, and he won.


She was ignoring the fight, sitting in a poised manner,


With a demeanour of indifference, who the victor be,


He fought again, beating one after the other dogs,


Stood his ground, the beaten ones stepped aside.


He looked at her; she approved him alright through her


Eye’s corner, he sniffed at her, mounted her from behind,


The other dogs circled around them and started howling,


The ultimate conquest; the culmination of all competition.


From time immemorial, fight is for power, money or sex,


Cut throat fighting, conquering, eliminating and celebrating


Many got hurt, destroyed and leave the arena defeated,


But the triumph is momentary, until a smarter one appears.




On joy 

When we want to get something very much,


And destiny takes it away from our reach,


We go chasing after it, suffering lots of pain,


Finally we are able to lay our hands on it;


That pleasure we get is called joy.


When someone ill treats us


And is cruel to us for no fault of ours,


When he is served by destiny,


A bad stroke of calamity and suffers,


That pleasure we get is called joy.


Someone we liked and wanted to interact,


In a friendly way with us, but kept off,


Being afraid to make the first move,


Makes a friendly gesture, unexpected,


That pleasure we get is called joy.


We wait to hear from someone,


A phone call or message or an email,


Then after the anxiety and the wait,


The message came all of a sudden,




That pleasure we get is called joy. 

On faith 

To believe that there is someone up above,


To care for us, to look after our things,


To provide for us, to chastise and tame us,


Is the greatest confidence to live in this world.


To believe in ourselves and in our ability,


To trust in us, our calibre and capability as well,


That everything will be cared for and looked after,


And we will reach where we set out in life.


We are emissaries sent out with great and unique


Roles to play in the destiny of us and of this world:


All men are equally important, not more nor less


In the eyes of the maker and life is so precious.


To believe in the unknown and unrevealed,


To trust in the great power up and above,


That we must be sure there exists and works


Is the key to have faith in God and ourselves.


When we see many wonderful things around us,


When we feel the providence, the great work of God,




How can we suspect or forget, even for a moment,


And lose the precious faith, sixth sense from God. 

On a solitary voyager 

As the evening sun casted its red tint


On the rippling waves of the vast sea


A man was rowing his canoe briskly.


Where is this solitary voyager rushing to?


His gaze is focused on the next island


His strokes of paddles are determined


His lips are moving with the tune of


Boduferu, song of the people of Maldives.


Why is he rowing so hard ahead,


May be he wanted to meet someone,


His sweetheart waiting for him there


With all her love, to be bestowed on him.


He may be rushing with food for his family,


To a hungry wife and children from his toil,


Of the day and earnings from his fishing,


By casting a net or using hook and line.


Will he be able to reach the other shore before,


The red globe sinks beyond the sea and casts




The spell of darkness on him and his small world.


The solitary voyager rowed on as fast as he could.


On donation 

We went on a donation collection spree,


Church festival was near and much money needed,


Met everyone around, asking for donations,


Made them pay as much as they could and even more.


Visited a millionaire business tycoon,


Who gave five hundred with glee and suggested,


To visit the next door neighbour to get even more,


Another multi-millionaire and also very generous.


Visited him, presented the cause and waited,


He gave only fifty; we said to his face, we want more


His neighbour gave five hundred; to our surprise he said,


“His father millionaire, mine a labourer, he is my son.”




On hunger 

The gnawing in the stomach when nothing is there,


When there is no food, nobody to give it or no money,


Is the stark reality before us from the day we are born;


And is going to haunt us, till we reach our grave.


If only we know the pang of hunger and the lack of food,


We would never waste any food or destroy food grains,


Or cook more food than that we can consume or waste,


Food is so precious for the hungry; who does not have.


There is only one solution for hunger, to work to earn money


To have enough food as one needs to satisfy the hunger,


To save food for tomorrow, poor men run to earn the food,


While rich men run to digest the food, that they over eat.


Hunger is knowledge and realisation that there are others


Really hungry all over the world from Somalia to Ethiopia,


If only we know the pang of hunger, we will think of giving


A morsel to a fellow, who did not have and hungry as hell.




World should fight hard against global hunger and starving,


That the money spent on arms, ammunition and bombs,


As well as on the luxurious banquets and parties must be,


Diverted to wipe away the hunger from the face of the earth. 

On health 

Sound health is the dream and desire of everyone,


But it is a mental state of well-being and often a mirage,


Pain and sickness we feel only when we acknowledge it,


As a reality in our thought and succumb to it mentally.


The magical recipe for good health is within our reach:


Eat enough, rest well, exercise regularly, and avoid


Drinks, drugs, smoking, chewing gum, pan and sweets


Eat grains, fruits, meat, vegetables; drink a lot of pure water.


To play a game and win, as well, is a sign of sound health,


To exercise the body and relax the mind, games are good,


Lawn tennis to table tennis, all ball games, except rugby


Boxing, Greeko-Roman style of wrestling and car racing.


All that looks appealing and appetising may not be edible,


Canned drinks to cakes and pastries on window display,


Vegetables are good for health, if eaten raw, more the better




Fruit juice is the perfect drink, also milk and curd from milk.


Only in a healthy body a healthy mind dwells for sure,


Only healthy persons can work and have the urge to live,


Take care; mind the health or the doctor would mind it,


To stay healthy, eat sufficient, rest well and exercise. 

On budgeting 

Time and money, the most precious things in life


Must be dealt with care or we will have to regret later,


Time never comes back, and a fool and his money are


Welcome everywhere, and parted with very quickly.


Make a budget to spend, sorting income and expenses


Try to save as much money, sticking to budget estimates


Money is power, without which we are as good as dead;


We are valued by the world for the money we hold now.


It is hard to get big money by just means, so save up


Every single buck, day by day to make a big fortune.


Too much money is always a botheration and too little


A draw-back; so budget and save as much as we can.


Time, tide and fortune waits for none, not for long,


Make best use of time, like hay while the sun shines


Jump at every good chance for the best use of them;




Every dog has his day, but it may be even a half day.


Write down before money is given and after we get,


Programme time and track down how time is lost,


Cut down all unnecessary, wasteful expenditure,


Make the optimum use of time and money always.


On a travelogue 

Would you believe, I have been to the lost Paradise?


You think Paradise is where you live and regained


The real Paradise is a place where you see,


Things you can’t see and not through the eyes.


You hear the music reminding the oldies of old singers


Because they sing, themselves playing tunes


Which they sang to reach there and be eligible


I heard Lennon, Beethoven, Mozart, and Michael Jackson


When we go under water we see fish, like butterflies


Gem like corals and batik designs at the bottom,


Harmless fish like dolphins, mantas and even sharks


Water plants, most beautiful of flora and fauna.


The kind of games they play are superb and not risky


No one to win or lose and no one to watch or cheer


Monopoly, checkers, chess, bluff, Ping-Pong and Ubuntu.




Snorkelling and floating on the sea on air mattresses.


To reach there you don’t need a visa, only a passport


If you go alone you won’t come back, if others send you


You won’t see them again and throughout the trip, feel,


A terrible head-ache, lucky my love, I came back to see you. 

        On disco 

Thunderous music all around us


People dancing as in aerobics


Jumping, writhing, moving sideways


To the tune of drums and guitars


All are in an ecstasy and high.


Can we forget the reality around us!


And go for a high on drugs and drinks


With woofers and twitters, blasting songs


That drives one crazy, make any one dance,


Oblivious of the Corona and all around us.


Working up with the music on,


Thudding and jumping, moving sideways,


Turning around and stamping the feet,


Catching the partner, chatting also,




Is all part of disco and much more.


Lights and music synchronising,


People dancing psychedelically,


No one caring how they dance,


There is no style, all at their whims,


Name of the dance is Disco for sure.


On loneliness 

A lonely cat,


On a full moon day,


Far away on a lonely island,


Went on mewing,


Yearning for the mate.


I too feel the same,


Marooned on a forlorn island,


With only fond memories of you,


With the rising moon above the sea,


My heart also rises up to you.


Shine like the beaming moon,


With your sweet, loving smile,


That my thoughts and desires,




Are about you, as always they are,


Your face on the monitor of my mind.


If you are near me


Along with this overflowing goblet


Wine and love go together


But love is a lost dream


When you are far away from me.


On a paradox 

The fun is that doctors can’t heal themselves,


And their mothers, unattended before they die,


Lawyers cannot solve their own problems,


Psychologists can’t analyse, own mental state.


The fun is, librarians may never read a good book


Government employees always sleep, at night on beds


And on table during the day, but watchmen never sleep,


Teachers can’t teach their children, though they may try.


The fun is that barmen can’t fix their own cocktails,


A baker can’t taste his own pastry; cooks don’t eat good food,


Washer men never wear good clothes, not even those for washing;


A tailor never stitches a good dress for himself and family.




The fun is that policemen cannot protect their homes,


A mechanic may never own a car, judges always judge,


Not with their own kith and kin, and funniest of all,


Pilots and soldiers are the highest paid but first one to die.




On personal initiative 

What makes us going when going on is hard?


When odds are against us, when people deter us,


From our chosen paths pushing and stumping us down,


It is the sense of goal that keeps the initiative in us.


Think of what we want to be and long to be,


Hope that we are already there at the dream goal


Feel full enthusiasm and vigour to reach there;


This is our own life, the most important for us.


Make a plan to reach where we set out and keep going


Making advances, each step planned meticulously ahead


Dodging, budging, always pushing straight to the goal post


We need a lot of initiative to go on when going on is hard.


We might get stumped or pushed down by competitors,


To annihilate us when the goals are the same, just lie low,


Let wounds heal but keep on going, always ahead,


As it is our own initiative that makes us to go on.


Initiative comes from inner happiness, a desire to reach


Our chosen goal, the most passionate thing in our life


Is the true manifestation of love for our dream, ourselves,




God and for those whom we love so much and live for.


On habits 

Habits make us what we are and even more


Bad habits break us and our lives to smithereens;


Make it a habit of living with a sense of goal in life


Doing and giving more than what we get in the bargain.


Make it a habit to choose the right sort of friends


To believe in providence and have faith in our own abilities,


To smile and be pleasant to others with whom we interact,


To learn the reasons from our defeat and avoid it in future.


Make it a habit to keep our minds open for new ideas


And to keep going when going on is hard, with self-initiative,


To judge and see reality as it is and not as it is projected,


To control the mind, to concentrate on all that we do in life.


Make it a habit to rein the imagination that goes roving wild,


To control and contain the sad feelings and bad emotions,


And to use our will power to do great feats in our lives


To obey conscience that we don’t do bad or harm anyone.


Make it a habit to bubble with enthusiasm to do everything


Possible to reach our goal, giving and getting co-operation




Budget our time and money, two precious things to waste,


Eating enough, work, rest and relax in a healthy way 

On defeat 

Failures are there always in our lives, but only fools


Keep lying where they have fallen for others to put a right,


If we move around, we are sure to fall down, once in a while;


Competitors may push or pull us down the road, the world.


Evaluate the reason why we failed and check the causes


Before the next blunder and failure is learning from defeat,


The advantage out of failure, a thing to forget and ignore,


Is to learn from that, the greatest lesson of wisdom.


Feeling the pang of pain when we fail in our attempts,


To avoid the methods and means we had employed


To be more careful in future and avoid further pitfalls,


Not to blunder and make the same mistakes twice.


Today, it is cut-throat competition, to survive,


The conflicts may snip off all that we try to bring up


We have to be very careful, trudging the path of our lives,


Not to fall into the same pit, we had fallen before, again.


Experience is the greatest teacher, failures and defeats,




Are stepping stones to achievements in future, if we try;


Analyse the causes why we failed in the past to make


Defeats a stepping stone and avoid further pitfalls. 

On concentration 

The mind is like a horse without reins and rocket without limits;


If we can’t control and harness it to make it stick to what we do


To keep to reality, and to the present moment, we live and think,


Nothing can be done well or achieve or reach any goals in life.


Thoughts are like monkeys hopping and popping in and around


Discern and select useful thoughts, helpful for our lives and goals


Is the first step to gain concentration of endeavour and avoid,


All those thoughts detrimental, or frivolous and superficial.


Feelings and associations affect our mental state of thoughts


To keep the mind steady on our goal and purpose, what we do


And when we have finished work, go for recreation and relaxing


To keep the senses alert and to perceive the reality around us.


Keep to the track, sticking to our goals of life and go ahead


Stop looking sideways or behind or to brood over the past,


Dead and gone, and we should analyse the causes of failures


So that our steps ahead and future action could be improved.


Temptations many, attractions to eyes are varied on the way




Shut off and keep the mind’s eye from trifles, trivia and gaudy


Unnecessary, unhelpful things and look straight on the goal,


Keep going with the headlight of concentration flashing on it. 

On love 

The twinkle in eyes, crimson on cheeks:


Manifestations of love are manifold,


Good nature forms part of it and follows


When one is in love it is manifested.


If love cannot be reciprocated or expressed


If others see that one is in love with someone


That may create problems for both of the pair;


Then love is tension and frustration too.


Real love may lead to marriage or may not


But to fall in love is always pleasant


Love is the greatest thing to feel and fall in till


One’s own daughter falls in love with someone.


Most beautiful sights are pairs in love


Be it man, animal, birds, fish or trees


Butterflies, peacocks or courting birds


Blooming flowers or the ogling of maidens.




On differentially abled 

Crippled and blind, deaf and dumb they are called,


So many are the people disabled in the world.


Is it their fault that they have become like that?


They too are our brothers and sisters to be loved.


We see disabled people begging on the street;


Some of them sell lottery tickets and even milk;


What is the difference between those two people?


One is seeking sympathy, the other is earning.


We should be empathetic to all the disabled people;


No point in showing sympathy and an empty hand;


We should help disabled people to help themselves,


To take care of themselves and own up their lives.


Any disabled person can be led to the mainstream


To work and earn his bread, like any other people


If proper training is given and put on the right track,


Blind, lame, deaf, dumb people can lead a fruitful life.


Love and empathy must be our attitude and outlook


To every disabled person around us who strives to live


Train them up and help them to lead a useful life


That is what God wants us to be, to be altruistic. 



On remedy 

Time of vaccination and vasectomy are over,


Prevention or cure is not possible for Corona


If somebody really gets it from some one


There is only one solution, to isolate them.


One may be innocent, but their spouses may not be;


A girl may be a virgin, if she gets raped by one with Aids


Or an innocent child gets it from its play mates


Or through blood transfusion or syringe or razor.


Let blossoms be bloomed only through holy matrimony


Husbands should keep the wedding ring on their fingers


And women hold their ‘Thali’ always on their bosoms,


Be loyal to each other till they are separated by death.


Don’t barter or sell our sisters or daughters for solid cash,


The in-laws may bring in ‘Corona or Aids’ or other calamities


Don’t desert our children in boarding houses and hostels


And spend our spare time in clubs, bars and brothels.


Be loyal to your spouse and never be unhappy; remember,


Sex with strangers is not love making but buying death


Let what God united be never separated by man at all


Never discard wives for a better model or vice versa.




On dedication 

His name is there on my tongue;


Praising him does my heart beat;


When I tick I always praise him


Without thanking him I will not sleep.


He is always there in my heart


I always remember his love


I take his message all over


And will win him many a heart.


He is my model and mode of life


All my actions are for his sake


As he sustained and saved me


With my tongue I will praise him.


I will leave the life of filth


I will desert the life of sin


And join his gang to support


Him and his Father forever.




On mistakes 

I make a lot of mistakes


Of omission and commission


Even when I am so careful


I can’t keep avoiding them;


They are there to disillusion me.


If I don’t make mistakes,


I may grow proud and arrogant,


I may become reckless and too bold,


May not take enough precautions in life


And take serious things as trivial.


To put humility on my countenance,


To put caution in my movements,


To ask sorry when I made a mistake,


To make me aware that I am culpable.


So that to make a balance of my ego.


If somebody says that he is error-free


He is misleading himself and others.


No one is hundred percent error proof


As computers even go wrong sometimes:




‘To err is human, but to forgive divine’


On fear 

Fear is the key


To make people do


What they would never do


With any other baits or lures.


When someone is afraid


They lose all their composure,


Do things without being aware


But do feats impossible otherwise.


What do we fear so much?


Loss of life, power and prestige


Loss of love from people we love


Fear of the unknown future


And of losing our freedom.


Fear keeps life’s equilibrium:


From people becoming fiends.


Decreasing the atrocities around.


Fear makes us die many times,


Fear God, others and ourselves.






On rain 

Listen to the falling rain, look at the way it is poured


In every drop of water I love you more than ever


It is raining, it is pouring, cats and dogs on my roof


I love the rhythm of rain, much better than an orchestra.


When I was a baby, I thought of walking in the rain


But my mom warned me, not to get wet and fever


That was an old story, listening to the falling rain,


My love; be with me to listen to the purring of rain.


When rain drops are showered on the greenery of trees


And soak them wet by the tears of our mother nature


It purifies atmospheric pollution and washes away dust


Nature cries through rain, for molesting her treasures.


Rain water reaches the sea ultimately, from where it came


Clouds cry, as the tears and perspiration of Mother Nature


Just like the rain I would like to go back into the womb


Of Mother Nature who cleanses away the dirt, by her rain.


It might rain cats and dogs, hell turned upside down


Bringing destruction, because we disrupted the ecosystem


By cutting trees, setting fire to precious oil wells and bombing;




Mother Nature cries through rain though, they are tears of joy. 

On irony 

The irony is that


When all alcohol is bitter


Terrible to gulp down the throat


Men drink it deliciously to get the kick


And a terrible hang-over the next day.


The irony is that


At top speed in a car or bike


We can’t control or pull the brake


Or slow down at the brink of an accident


Still we want to drive at the top speed.


The irony is that


If we have sex with strangers


It may mean begetting orphans


Or getting Aids or VD


But all are crazy for new chicks and guys.


The irony is that


We can’t take anything with us


When we die and leave this world,


But people are greedy amassing wealth


More than they ever need or should have.




On music 

Rivulets flowing, waves lapping on the sea shore


Birds chirping, rain falling, snow dropping


These are the music of nature and universe


To sooth the ailing and aching heart of man.


What have we got as music these days?


Drums thundering, guitars bellowing,


Speakers blasting, all make the ear sick;


Music we enjoy now a days, when it ends.


Man and woman dancing to its tune,


Dirty ideas conveyed into innocent minds,


Putting wrong notions into children’s mind


Rebellion and destruction preached to man.


Rock music rocks one around


Pop music pops one up


Classical music soothes the mind


And we enjoy hard rock, when it is over.


Music can do wonders in the world


To drive love and wisdom into man’s heart


To make him human again from brutality,




To soothe and console his ailing heart. 

On purpose 

Where do we go from here, where to


Are we boats without rudder and sail?


Got lost in the deep blue sea of life,


With no one to navigate it or anchor it?


This our life is a precious gift from God


Never sleep nor slumber till you reach


That heavenly golden shore to his bosom


Only then man’s purpose in life is fulfilled.


We all got to leave something behind


Foot prints on the golden sands of time


Work out a plan to reach our earthly goal


And stick to it even if we have change a bit.


Eyes up to God’s face, hands out-stretched


To give and take, our foot firmly on the ground


Walking to heaven from where we originated,


Without trespassing, looking behind or sideways.




On riches 

Does money alone make man really rich?


Then why does he go pursuing after it?


Avaricious and greedy like a pig in a piggery,


He will do any dirty thing to make big money.


To have a mind full of hope about future


With faith in self and God that all will be cared for


To understand others, to have co-operation,


Harmony and enthusiasm in all that we do.


Why do men go chasing after the rainbow?


To see the oasis he saw was just a mirage,


Look into ourselves, open our mind’s eye


We will find there all real riches and treasures.


What should we do with our wealth, a gift of God?


Not to sit on it and hatch it, but give it away.


Then only we will know the true value of riches,


Only by sharing riches, we get real fulfilment. 



On money 

Is money the root cause of all evil?


If people have it more than enough


They spend it in bars and brothels


For loose life, fun and frolicking


For show off and pomposity,


For gambling and racing.


If people have it too little


They do many atrocities like,


Stealing, sabotage, even paid killing,


Cheating and stabbing from behind,


Black mailing and drug pushing.


Many a country have been ransacked


Many an innocent man got killed


If only man gets rid of the greed in him


God’s kingdom will come and reign here!


We should get rid of the greed for money


Money must not be for money’s sake,


Golden mean is to have as much money




As to lead a happy life and money matters. 

On crying 

Man comes to this world crying


That is why we have this crying world


Man crying out with hunger and pain


Crying for the lost ones and for no gain.


Crying makes the world so smooth and fine


Dripping tears do cleanse human mind


As cascades of streams can make one clean


Sight of tears do always instigate the kind.


Dynamic life starts with the cry as a child


Crying makes the world so smooth and fine,


Cry and you will be a man happy and mild,


For every crying there is always a laughter.


If man only knows how to laugh and laugh,


He can never know the fun of laughter,


Cry you ought to do that you may learn,


Difference of pain and gain, fun and grief.




On hope 

When I lost the zest for my life


When I thought my endeavours are in vain


It came like a white dove, sailing


And landed on my mind’s core, hope.


What man’s destiny would be, if there is,


Nothing to hope for in life and future,


If one can’t forget about yesterday’s agony


And look at tomorrow with much optimism.


When one’s mind is turbulent and worried


When everything that we try goes astray


Like ashes from cigarette is put in the ashtray


You help us to get rid of our negative self.


Hope, alight on us like a white dove,


So that we can contain the anxiety


To hope for the best and suffer the pain


With the hope that all will be all right.




On gold 

All that glitters is not gold


All that sparkle may not be pure


All who smile may not be friends


All who laugh do it, not out of fun.


Why do women wear ornaments,


When they are the crown of creation


Why is there so much greed for gold?


When the real gold is in our hearts.


Gold is traded for money and power;


Money brings power that amasses gold;


This is the vicious circle to be broken;


Greed must go away from our hearts.


Gold makes people greedy and swarthy


That makes him aggressive and fierce


Bringing death and destruction for many,


Many lives lost and innocent bloodshed.


When will all these atrocities cease?


Only when love fills our human hearts.


God comes and stay in our mind and




Greed and lust for gold really vanish. 

On doing more 

Friend, what right have you got to ask for more


When you haven’t done, what you are paid for?


You cannot bargain for getting more reward


Unless you put in more than what you receive.


Don’t you see the immortal edifices all around?


Were they dropped from the sky all of a sudden?


It took a lot of man’s sweat, labour and pain


To build a pyramid or even the immortal Taj Mahal.


You don’t have to bargain with your boss for more


He will pay you with glee more than you expected


If you do more than that you are supposed to do


Your boss will be sorry to lose you or get rid of you.


Genius is not born all of a sudden, as bolt from the blue,


Much effort and more sweat have been shed by men


To make this world as what we see and exist now


Both for creation of new things and destruction of old.






On being loved 

Thanks to love we all came to live here;


When love prevails in us we will outlive;


When love is slain within us we will die,


Leaving behind all, we loved and want to love.


We go searching for our true love, missing rib


Searching for it everywhere, far and wide


We see glimpses of her in every girl and woman


In the baby girl to the maiden and even an old lady.


At last when we find her, we try to lure her


Impress her and even seduce her, baiting her


As in the musical chair she slips away and


The brute in us rises up to trample her frailty.


One should compromise, stop searching to find


Stop molesting to respect, stop seducing but loving


And realise that it is the greatest gift to man


The love and feminineness of a girl, woman or mother.




On conflict 

Blood-shed, lives lost, we see so many dead bodies


They are those of our brothers and sisters who have


A different label or an alien ideology that we disagree


That we try to annihilate them and get rid of them.


Strife is so common, competition gave way to conflict


We are not shocked, nor astonished and feel indifferent


To all atrocities and even react like corrupt politicians,


Saying that we are shocked, when we don’t give a damn.


Aren’t we the keepers of our brothers, is it their fault


That he has a different brand or name from ours?


Aren’t we the offspring of one man in different mothers?


We have a common heritage as well as unifying bond.


Long ago we shed our tails, got rid of our animal fur


Now get rid of those two horns on our bald forehead


And the tails on both sides for wagging and waging


Be a brother to fellow men, love and care for them.




On accurate thinking 

Can we see what the reality is like?


When we wear the dark glasses of prejudices


Inhibitions, superstitions and complexes


When we are so much misguided about the truth.


No one can go wrong if we always care to ask


Why is this so? How is this like this, what?


When is this so? Where is this like so?


Who or which did it so, not to be deceived.


To see the naked truth, peel off prejudices


And make the senses perceive reality as it is


May be of different points of view and opinions


But always ask, is it true, viable and accurate.


Pray ‘Asatho ma Sath Gamaya’ to the divine truth


And Tamaso ma Jyothir gamaya’ to the divine light


‘Mruthyor ma Amrutham Gamaya’ that we don’t die.


In untruth, reality is so much plain, Om Shanthi.


There is only one truth and one reality around,


Crystal clear if we are keen and able to perceive it,


Although real truth and light are painful to accept,




Take it in, as it is, there is no substitute for truth.


On consumerism 

Old are the days, when consumer was the king;


Today he is hunched up on a throne of thorns


If he opens his eyes the ad people will get him


If opens his ears, music mongers blast his ears.


They have contaminated everything, food to poison;


We eat factory made chicken, made-to-order apples;


Gone are the days when eating was a joy and relish


Today we eat so that we don’t just starve to death.


We can’t look at reality without tinted glasses


Everything is distorted from women to nature


If one reads what on print, feels like killing himself


If one sees the show on screen, one feels like murdering.


Shall I close my eyes not to see the distorted reality?


Shall I shut my mouth so that I don’t eat any venom?


Shall I close my ears not to hear the thunderous music?


Till I get away from this confounded place, to my abode?




On friendship 

True friends are heavenly gifts to man


To hold his hand and lead him on,


To spur him, to spank him and to pat him,


To orient our lives to the right direction.


Since man is a social animal, we all require


Someone to open up and to show, how our heart is,


To ask for opinion as well as to discuss problems,


To put the minds together to plan and to get support.


God gave us parents when we had been children,


Brothers and sisters in our adolescence


A loving girlfriend in our youth days


And finally a wife and friends to guide us.


When more than one people put their heads together


For a common purpose, if it is with a common end,


There would be tremendous power to win, to achieve,


Defend, protect, achieve, create, love and be loved.




On sight 

To see the beauty of the world


To enjoy all that’s in nature and admire


To see friends, smiling and cheering


And ultimately to see you, my love.


I have been wearing glasses for


Long sight, short sight, lack of sight


Like power glasses, contact lenses


And the thick dark cooling glasses.


Well, it is better to wear glasses


Than to see Mother Nature devastated


By robbers who cut away the trees,


Destroy the greenery with venom.


When I see you my love


My heart throbs with joy


When you smile I am overjoyed


With my sight I only want to see you.




On mother 

I bow before you mother with respect for the pain


That you endured to make me what I am and even more


To bear what I was, to hope for what I ought to be


And to tolerate what I am now, a carbon copy of my dad.


It is pain that I always gave you for the love and joy


That you spread in my life and made me carry along


Trudging on this unsteady path of my life to eternity


Forgetting you most of the time, with a mirage in front.


When you presented me to the world as a kid


You offered your life in the balance of life and death,


Survived to see me get through, to win a new model


And join my wife and discard you for a new beginning.


You are always forgetting and forgiving all that I did


That is you, personification of love, sharing and giving


You are the all-encompassing, always benevolent, forgiving,


Nourishing and life-giving mother nature of the whole world.




On nature 

Oh! Mother Nature you lavished on us


Your bounty of tranquillity, beauty and peace


But we molested you, tarnished and spoilt you


Deprived you and contaminated your presents.


Rivulets sing lullaby, sun scintillating,


Beaches beautiful, waves lapping on the shore,


Greenness tranquillising, nature you were so motherly


Benevolent, pacifying, inspiring and creative.


We killed your greenness to cultivate killer drugs,


We cut your trees for building coffins,


We ill-used your beaches for nudism and pornography,


Drug pushing and peddling, wantonness and crime.


We want to restore you and make a home coming


To you mother nature, to search for my roots


Which were cut off through self-annihilation


Like the returning prodigal son, I am back to you. 



On heaven 

Where flesh with all its evil cravings cannot enter;


Where there is God and only joy and benevolence


Where there is only light and no darkness of evil


Where dwells the spirit of God and chosen men.


Can’t we have heaven here on this earth as well?


At least for a day and see what it would look like


There won’t be shooting, bomb blasts and riots


Fighting, starvation, murder, rape and robbery.


Why is it not possible for heaven to come on earth?


When I want what my neighbour has, and I envy him


When I hate my brother, when I am greedy and selfish


There is no place for love in my heart and for heaven.


Evil has reached its culmination, men perishing


On drinks and drugs with all other possible vices


And with nuclear weapons, guns and grenades,


Squatting on our graves and the hell we choose.


Stop, think and realise where we are heading to


What we are missing and the hell we are creating,


We are the makers of our own hell or heaven:


We can bring heaven here by loving each other. 



On a birthday 

One more birthday has come, I have grown much more old


Grown more mature and bold, but old as well in the bargain.


Life was not bad though there were tough times as well


In the past years and how it will be ever after from now.


Should I throw a party for my friends as all others do,


Squandering precious money for celebration and pomp


Just because one more year I grew up, who really cares?


When people starve without a morsel or some food?


My birthdays will be important for me if only I really


Take stock of my life to see achievements and losses


Balancing to see which side heavier, gains or losses


If achievements are more, my life was worth how I lived.


What will my life be in the coming year, will I complete it?


Because I cannot make plans for the uncertain future


Many important things happened in the past years


And many more will come in the years to come.


I want to be a better human, more concerned for others


Loving them, spreading the message of love everywhere,


As love is the last thing we can find in today’s sad world,




That should be my mission from now on till the day I die. 

On vices 

When many things go wrong in life


When life takes a bad turn, sometimes


People resort to some means to forget


They turn to drugs, sex and alcohol.


Out of some weakness, or to conceal it,


To keep mind away from worry or agony


To forget the pain of failure or shame


Many resort to vices, a sort of escapism.


When subordinate is scolded by the boss,


When a fabulous sum is lost in business,


To drown the sorrow and disappointment


People just resort to drinks and drugs.


If we think of the providence of God


Placing problems in his care and guidance


Praying for some solace, some solution


Then, we don’t have to indulge in vices.


Vices are a vicious circle, a quagmire;


Once indulged in, there is no escape, because




Mafias promote them to make blood money,


Life is so precious to be destroyed by vices. 

On the sea 

Unfathomed, unlimited in scope, the scintillating waves


The blue water with myriad creatures and corals in it


Is one of the mysteries of the universe and a wonderful.


Sight that turns the imagination on and makes us thinking.


Blue mystery, turbulent on the surface, with currents


Underneath, the sea holds many a secret of mankind,


Of adventure, love, romance and wars, untold stories


Lay buried in the coldness of her depths and belly.


Rain comes from her and all the vital water sources


Food comes from her in the form of fish and planktons


Fuel for the whole humanity and gold to build fortunes


Uranium to build bombs that can demolish humanity.


Sea is the synonym of peace, serenity and tranquillity


But at times it turns violent and ferocious, destroying


Consuming everything that comes to its reach and hold,


Huts on shore and many a human life are lost in tsunami.


When we look at you, we know the value of serenity


Broadness and depth unfathomed, we humble fry are




Just trash with our boats and ships when we travel


In the all-encompassing sea, mother of all the land. 

On wars 

When two thirds of the whole humanity does not have enough


To eat, wear and live in, billions are spent on different bombs,


Guns, missiles and tanks, to feed soldiers and to buy war planes


Wars are the curse of humanity with blood-shed and lives lost


Destruction on mass scale, suffering for innocents, bereavement


For spouses, children made orphans, millions for war mongers,


Arms dealers and super powers, despotic dictators and the lot


Destruction to nature’s eco system, the ozone layer and oil wells.


Why do men bring destruction to themselves, suffering and loss?


Wasting precious money and resources meant for development


Just to prove one country is stronger and much superior to others


Or to snatch away power or authority from others at gun point?


Destroy the nuclear weapons as Trump and Putin agreed,


Send back the soldiers to farms and factories and colleges,


Melt guns and grenades to make spades and sickles for work


Use the uranium as energy for construction, not destruction.


Let us all love each other, not making wars with one another


Let us not covet other’s precious things and snatch them away


Let us not try to prove that we are better and stronger than




Others, but love everyone and there will be no wars for sure. 

On criticism 

When we see someone do wrong or make a mistake


We feel like saying that straight to his face harshly,


And to make him realise the mistake which he made


Is a tendency in man, but does that do any real good?


We do things that we think are apt and most perfect


For the circumstances that we would never think


What we did was wrong and can easily justify our actions


As perfect as any man would do in such a situation.


If we try to see the point of view of other people


And can be a little bit considerate to what they do


With understanding, then we will stop criticising others


To create an enemy who would hate us for our words.


Never say some one is wrong even when we are sure


It does no good denouncing anybody or criticising them


Show patience and understand that he could do no better


If good, say that he did well and all right that he did that.


Speak no ill of any one, but the good of every one




It will make us sought after, acceptable anywhere, anytime


The moment we criticise someone, we create an enemy,


Who will surely strike back and so avoid all criticism at all. 

On smile 

Like a blooming flower, a smile is so beautiful


It brings rainbows on the clouds of human nature


Cheer and love are bestowed when some-one smiles


And a smile makes ourselves welcome anywhere.


Think of the best of everyone and not any ill


Love others and love to be with them that we smile


When we see a friend or even some one we really hate


Smile breaks the barricades of caste, creed and colour.


A man with a smile is welcome any time, any where


It takes fewer of our muscles to smile than to frown


Smile at someone and we have a friend in the making


Smiling faces have no enemies, only friends anywhere.


Why not smile, when you can, as all cannot smile


As people are full of strife, hatred and violence inside


None can keep the mind radiant without a smile,


And be happy without peace in the core of their mind.


Love, peace and tranquillity go together in human nature




Fill minds with peaceful thoughts full of love and joy


Love everyone and feel no ill of any one even enemy,


That is the secret to keep smiling and happy all our lives. 

On loving 

What is between us two humans, if there is no bond of love?


We have nothing common among us except our love,


If only love is there in us, we can live happily ever here,


That is our relation; we have to love and live together.


When there is no love in our hearts, hatred creeps in


It makes our hearts ache and bleed and hurt our inner selves


By hating others we are harming ourselves and no one else


When we hurt others we get a stab of pain in our hearts too.


We lose love with selfishness, greed, jealousy or superstition


That makes us miserable creatures for us as well as others


Tune in our hearts to be loving, humble and cheerful,


To lead a happy life, then nothing negative will happen.


Love is three-way, to God, to our brother, and to ourselves


This triangle encompasses love, in our heart, and if broken


Love escapes from the heart and can never be replaced


Except with sacrifice, selflessness and good deeds.




Love is like a river, it flows on and on, as we share it,


Not to be blocked in the heart, it should flow with blood


In our veins, to the Almighty that life remains dynamic


Worth living in this world and worthy to reach the next.


 On giving 

If my hands are full, I cannot receive more


Unless I give away what I have with me to others


Only by giving I have the right to receive more


Give with glee that I can receive with contentment.


Only by giving to others I can receive their love


Love is the mutual bond that binds humanity,


To get love I have to give love as it is reciprocal


Only by giving it returns to us, the price of giving.


We have the right to live in other people's hearts


When we give them something to remember us


Nothing is left unpaid and we will also receive back


As much or even more than what we gave to others.


This is the age, when love is lost from our hearts


That they take, that they have not paid for or destroy


Those things others treasure and have to pay for it


Costly prices, with their lives and that of others.


Stop a minute, think it over, why do we have to be greedy




When we have enough? Why snatch away from others?


Be content with what we have, give others what is excess


So that peace comes back to stay in this world, full of love. 

On separation 

When we are far apart, not communicating


I feel so lonely and desperate not seeing you,


Not hearing you, not knowing you and loving you


Now I know how much I love you and miss you.


Life was so much fun when we were together


I relish the taste of food that you cooked for me


In my ear echo the lullaby you sang to make me sleep


And the caressing that you did to awaken me.


How shall I fill the void in my heart, created?


Because you are no more there by my side


How can I cry when you are not there to console?


How can I live without having you around?


I asked the clouds to take my love across


I sent a pigeon to fly over to you with my love


I tried mobile, email and messenger, did not get you


And it could no way bridge the chasm of our separation.




Distance has made you dearer to me and more


Now I know how much I love you but never told you


I realise how much I really miss you and I have to


Tell you that I am dying to be with you, always in my life. 

On growth 

Born as babies we die as old men or earlier sometimes,


To grow from baby to child, child to a boy or girl, to be a man


A long way has to be trudged and experience things so much,


It can be both happy and painful or even be a mixture of both.


As one grows we have to discard many things that were dear,


To understand the mysteries of the world not revealed or known


But pretending to know all when a boy but half as sure as a man


And realise that one knows virtually nothing as an old man.


Growth is change, shedding the old self and becoming new


Nourishment should be there for the body and for the mind


Observing, reading and talking to wise people makes us grow,


Should be careful while imbibing and taking something new.


The axiom for growth is eat enough, exercise regularly and learn well


Keeping control of one’s mind even when everything goes crazy


Not to lose face when people praise and condemn the same time


Praise and criticism are part of the same coin not really worth it?




Try loving everyone, not hating anyone, if there is a temptation


Keep mind steady on the goal of one’s life and never wavering


Doing more work than the pay received, taking in the good side


Forgetting bad things of people is the right way to really grow. 

On offspring 

Offsprings are there to perpetuate life


Chips of the old block, though they are


Innocent, they are born into this world


Then they are exposed to all viciousness.


Future of the world depends on them


Civilisation has to continue with them


They must be made to imbibe all values


That had been passed down generations.


They must be trained in the best way


Both mentally, physically and spiritually.


It is the duty of parents to see to that


Their children are prepared to face it all.


They should be given love, they can love,


They should be taught to give consideration


For others and fair play in the game of life




To love the neighbour as themselves.


They must be trained in the right attitude


That they show valour, courage and love


To face hatred, jealousy and strife of others


Well equipped to fight their way all along. 



On an online friend 

We are so distant, but very near


This post tells you that I am your pal


The barriers of distance, sex, religion broken


Online friends, though we not met each other.


I would love to know more about you,


Your interests, hobbies and all about you,


Post me more of what you feel like, think like,


Your inklings and likings and all that you care.


To show interest in others is to win a friend


And I am interested in you to know you more


To see whether we are of the same wave length


If you feel like, post me more with some visuals.


I will tell you what I am like, a poet and novelist


Full of wit and good humour, loving friends and foes


Love writing, not the least accounts, by my profession


I have to write, and I use computer for my writing.


I love everything in nature, sea, forests, and rivers


Books, movies, music are all that I am interested in


I love travelling, making friends, gabbing and




Chatting online is my craze and hope you like it. 

On co-operation 

A twig can be easily broken, but a bunch of them together


Is difficult to be broken and therefore unity is strength


With cooperation, things can be done and achieved fast


Each for all and all for each is the motto of cooperation.


To get cooperation we must give our time and energy


To other people first, that they feel inclined to help us


In dire needs and when we need help from someone


By cooperating and helping we grow and progress in life.


The order of the day is cut throat competition and conflict;


We can’t survive the warfare of aggression in market and field;


Shall we stop annihilating and blasting enemies to smithereens?


We may have same fate and fall in the same pit along with them.


Love should replace hatred, good must dwell, evacuating evil


From our minds and mutual love and respect dwell in us


Then only cooperation can grow and we too, in the bargain


Co-operate to fight the enemy of humanity, evil and hatred.


When every ism and saviour have failed, why not we try


Cooperation as a social set up, inspiration for human growth


To do that we have to shed selfishness, ready to give others




So that we can get later, union is like onion, never peel it fully. 

On death 

The only thing


That is certain


Is death.


We will have to go


From uncertainty to eternity.


Every moment


I get closer


And I know


I cannot avoid


The only reality, my death.


Death is the only thing


That is sure to happen


In my future days


With the ups and downs


Of the tides of fortune.


Will I be missed?


Will tears be shed?


Who all will come?


For my funeral


Decides my life’s worth.


I should leave behind


Fond and sweet memories


In the hearts of people




That I be remembered


Even after I am gone. 

On Kerala 

“Paradise”, God’s own lost Paradise


Full of sun, fresh air, landscapes and sea,


Tranquillity and serenity synchronising


This is Kerala, God’s own country.


You have come to the right sort of place


To have a peaceful and relaxed holiday


Free from the hustle and bustle of cities


Pollution and traffic jam of your home town.


There is no hurry or worry for lack of time


Do anything you want, anytime you like


Just relax, no deadlines, schedules, timetables


For a holiday in Kerala, the real Paradise.


The rivers and lakes are all yours to explore


Boat trips in the back waters or rivers


Trekking in hills and forests of high ranges


On the beaches you can bathe in the sun.


All is always for the best, your coming too


You will be relaxed, rejuvenated and relaxed




To face home and work with a better perspective


Of fun, love and joy are all what we offer you. 

No drinking 

All liquors are bitter, terrible to gulp down


Making us dizzy with a hangover the next day


Loss of money, pride, reputation and goodwill


Why do we devour it with delight and greed?


Drinks are the invention of the devil to destroy


People on earth with gluttony, craze and lunacy;


Very sober people may do very vicious atrocities


When they are drunk and devoid of reasoning.


When do we start drinking though, it does no good


When friends compel us or when we get it free,


When somebody wants us to do them a favour,


To motivate us they treat us with drinks or sex.


When one is drunk he is devoid of reason:


May manhandle his wife or starve his children


He may stab, steal or kill and commit atrocities,


He would never imagine, when sane and sober.


Alcohol is venom, never brew, serve or drink it;




No good for anyone to be drunk, but harm and evil


Resist the temptation to drink when offered one


‘No’ to liquor, enemy of man, harbinger of all evil.


No smoking 

‘Fire at one end and a fool at the other end’


Smoking is the curse of humanity and more


A futile exercise with no benefit whatsoever


But a relish to the unlucky fellow, the smoker.


When do we start smoking or learn the habit?


When we are teens, growing and experimenting


Full of fun and adventure, to shine in front of girls


We admire, to impress and attract by smoking.


The price of smoking is pain, TB and cancer


Loss of money and health, peace of mind even,


Sometimes the precious pride, as one may do


Begging for a fag or ask others for a cigarette.


Smoking is the stepping stone to worse evils


Like taking drugs, snuff or chewing tobacco;


Drinking may follow suit to smoking as a part


A vicious circle, quagmire with no escape.


Say ‘no ‘to cigarettes, never try it, it is no fun




Put a note ‘I won’t smoke’ in the pocket


On the wall of the bedroom or in the wallet:


Away with tobacco, always ‘no’ to smoking.


On forgiveness 

In the torrents and tornado of a midnight’s gale


One young priest was woken up from his sleep


By a phone call from a hospital for confession


For a man wishing to die with the last sacraments.


Despite the rain, father drove off in his old car


Reached the hospital and sat to hear the confession.


It was he who had really benefited out of it all


A painful memory was removed from his mind.


Dying man said, he killed a couple by crashing


Head on their car with his truck in gale and rain


Thirty years ago leaving only one survivor, a son


It was that priest, waited so long to see the killer.


Had to forgive the dying man, hearing confession,


Absolved him, getting the final sacraments he died,


Trauma, pain and ill-feeling from the father’s mind


Was gone: by forgiving, his heart too got healed. 





On impulsive behaviour 

I had an email from a cousin recently

Of a man who parked his newly painted truck


In his courtyard and went home upstairs


When he came down he was taken aback.


His four year old son banged with a hammer


Made dents on the shining paint of the truck


He got so furious and snatched off the hammer


Hit on the kid’s hand, fingers becoming pulp.


The fury got over; he took his son to a doctor


He tried his level best to save the fingers but failed;


Amputated them and child recovering from the pain


Said he was sorry, asked when would his fingers grow?


The father got shocked and dumbfounded


Committed suicide, ashamed to face the son


When angry, don’t be hasty or impulsive to react;


May do the wrong thing and end up in trouble. 



On span 

On the sixth day when God created man, no span was left


As he gave it off fully to all other animals and birds


He was forced to take back some years of limited span


From these animals, a horse, donkey, dog and an owl.


First thirty years of a man’s life was taken from a horse


The reason men are so strong, pushy and dashing


Active and energetic to do any work or solve problems


Full of vigour and stamina to face life fair and squire.


Next thirty years of tenure was added from a donkey


That is why men carry the burden of life that others place


Just like a donkey, braying and not reacting or responding,


Going on and on just suffering and bearing all the time.


Other thirty years are taken from that of a canine, dog


That is why men go on wagging the tail, just like a dog


Always on attention to obey the dictates of others


Their children, grandchildren and even angry spouses.


The last phase of life is offered by an owl, wise and silent


The old are like owl, at the ripe old age, about to die off


Grumbling and hooting, never expressing their feelings


Either approving or negating, by a hoot and no more. 



On being positive 

Only those who knew what is negative, pain and suffering


Would aspire to be positive, radiant, and calm with composure


When everything in life is in havoc, turmoil and disaster


It needs real will power to see the sunny side and be positive.


Have a dream about the future, believe that the dream


Would come true and materialise one day, be hopeful


Make your action and movements to realise that dream goal


Pray and God will take you to your goal and dream come true.


The graph of life is full of ups and downs, as it goes down


It will surely go up too, the more down it has gone, the more


Likely will it go up too, God is just, to give you, your due share


No one can snatch away your dream, since it is in your mind.


Enjoy every moment, it never comes back, never again


Take only; carry over, what are positive and good feelings


Bury the past with all its bad and negative feedbacks,


With enthusiasm, hope, self-discipline and a joyful nature.


Agony and pain will purify you and fortify you to make


Your dream come true and believe that God will take you


To your purpose in life, someday, your dream will come true


Amass riches, create assets, have positive life, worth living.




On suicide 

Snapping off life, a free gift of God to man


Implanted with such great care and concern


At the weakness of a spur of a tragic moment


Suicide, the worst thing a man can do to his life.


When life is at a predicament, going on is hard,


When there is nothing to hope about the future,


When all around us ditch us and write us off


Suicide seems to be the only way out in life.


Wait a minute, just ponder for a while


Why snip off life, given a free gift from God


Who loves and wants us to live on happily


Loving him, all others and ourselves too.


What all good things may happen?


Problems melt away, ray of hope dawn,


God will see us out of all troubles and problems


Never think of killing oneself, never again.


If you skip that sudden impulse of suicide


And outlive that painful urge to kill yourself


You will enjoy the rosy future life ahead


God will surely give you and bless you. 



On trivia


 

Trivial things that really don’t matter


Anything at all in our human lives


Claim a lot of lives and destroy


Precious edifices built through ages.


It could be to decide who the leader would be,


Or one religion more authentic than others


Or one race far superior to others


Or to decide, who should control the power.


Stop a minute; just ponder for a while,


Does it really matter a bit to any of us?


Why pull the trigger at another man


Or explode a bomb that blasts and destroys.


Such loveable and kind creatures, we men are


Ready to forgo, suffer and serve others


Turn ferocious, violent and cruel to kill


Our own brothers, such senseless insanity.


Aren’t we pawns in the hands of schemers?


Who want power or sell arms and ammunitions


Or even creeds and isms to fill their pockets?




See how trivial the things we fight for really are.  



On a mental asylum 

Once in a mental hospital, I tried

To find out why people became mad


There were many, sober than the sane

I went to the people who were in cells.


I met a man who was pulling his hair

And gone crazy with anger and despair

He was not able to marry the woman


He loved so much, she married another.


I came across a man in the next cell

He too was pulling his hair with despair

He married a lady who was in love with


Another man and never loved him.


Next cell I came across a very mad lady

She married a man who didn’t love her


She couldn’t marry the one, who loved her,

If they met each other they would be healed.




On a bar 

Welcome to the bar, you may feel glad, mad or sad


Glad when you drink, mad when paying the bill, sad when sober


Step in for a feel of high, the more you drink, we are glad


The more money you spent, we grow richer and you poorer.


Some make schemes to do crimes and atrocities


Others drink to forget their sorrows and money they lost


Some plan to make more money than they have


Some entertain others to win favour and easy money.


Bar is a quagmire; drinks won’t melt down your problems


You may forget your sorrows when the liquor takes effect


When sober, problems will come back with more intensity


And you would think that you hadn’t come to the bar at all.


You spent the hard earned money so easily in the bar


Depriving your wife, children, starving them, neglecting


Money much needed for necessities, even borrowed


Squandered for getting some momentary pleasure.


We warmly welcome you; we want only your money


We don’t care you perish, get mad or even broke


Get lost if no money, welcome if you can pay fully


Your sorrows may be drowned, but aggravated later. 



On an old age home 

He was putting his father in an old age home,


Who was eighty, but very sharp, sober and merry


He found out the room he was to stay a little modified


But felt very comfortable in the new place.


His son was getting the cheques singed


To pay for his boarding as staying there


His wife called him get the signature on


The sale deed of his house to be made a resort.


Old man signed every paper without questioning


But when he signed the last paper, there were tears


Bulging at the corner of his eyes, because he knew


He was signing to sell the house he and wife built.


The old warden took the cheque from him


He asked the father how come his dad was


So familiar with the place, the warden replied,


Forty years ago he adopted a small boy from there.




On an orphan 

I am an orphan, know not my parents


With no home, no kith, no kin or folks


None to look forward to my coming and going


I am so sad to be called by all, an orphan.


My parents may have abandoned me


They did not want my proximity or love


They may have deserted me as a child


Dumped in the dust bin, discarded me.


I envy you with homes, parents and brothers


I am denied all that you are having now


Do show some empathy, love and concern for me


That I too may feel wanted and cared for.


We all are born the same way and die too


I have no home, no one to care or go back to


When we die we all will have to leave and go


We are all alike, though I am an orphan.


Is it my fault that I am an orphan with no one?


I too may have parents or relatives by all means


They don’t want to own me up or claim my life


I too don’t want them as they don’t want me. 



On Holy and evil spirit 

End of days, the Holy Spirit is poured out on everyone


It is so active and makes us all positive, loving and good,


Radiant, loveable and transparent, real God’s children


If we attune ourselves and are receptive to receive it.


So also is the evil spirit, manifested all over the world


Where there is spite, hatred, vengeance and dishonesty


When cruelty is shown by way of terrorism, atrocities


Despotism, tyranny, anarchy, lack of love and concern.


Evil is always at war with good, but never really winning,


God almighty waits for the last laugh, to strike a final blow


We call him Jehovah, Abba, Hari Om and lot of other names


But we don’t give him the due share of worship or respect.


The Holy Spirit will come and dwell on us, if we live well,


Avoid evil, love and not hate, do no harm, try to be positive,


Honest and chaste, loving God, others and ourselves, then


Evil spirit will flee to endless hell of mire, doom and gloom.


On whom the evil spirit dwells are swarthy, avaricious, wicked


On whom the Holy Spirit dwells are full of love, hope and faith, 


Be filled with the Holy Spirit; avoid the ways of the evil spirit,




Be children of God praising, thanking, repenting and imploring.


On love of a mother 

He hated his mother; she was so ugly with only one eye


His school mates laughed at her, she made lunch there


Once he completed his school, he joined a seminary,


To get away from his mother; not to see her anymore.


Left the seminary, got a job, married and settled


Had his own children, a family, and lead a happy life


He never cared for or contacted his mother


Did not want his children see her awful face.


After many years he was invited from his school


For the golden jubilee, they were proud of him


He had made his mark in the world as a success


Wanted him to address the youngsters there.


Telling a lie about a business meeting at home


He went for the function on the confidence,


That his mother died long ago and was forgotten,


Met his old friends and acquaintances there.


An old teacher narrated his mother’s plight,


Told him that he had an accident when small


Lost one eye, his mother, gave her own eye




That he won’t look awful and get laughed at.




On a fake frugality 

“Stop”, yelled Pereira and the auto came to a halt in front of the bar


He gave twenty bucks to the driver as fare, who demanded another ten more


Pereira got furious and threw the money and told him to get lost and glided into a 
bar,


After four pegs and fully drunk he squirmed at the bill the waiter placed,


Shed five hundred bucks without fuss, whereas the bill was only for four fifty.


The doorbell chimed twice, Mrs. Joe opened the door, a fisher woman


With her assorted collection of fish, she selected four tuna


Was hesitant to pay the fifty the fisher women asked


She pleaded she had to buy food for kids,


And pay the fish merchant as well and asked forty


Mrs. Joe won’t yield or melt, paid thirty, Mr. Joe gulped it down in the evening


Fried with the Scotch whisky, costing some two thousand.


High in the shining brand new air shoes


A cobbler ushered Tony to fit a tyre sole for his shoes


Demanded thirty bucks, but he bargained and paid twenty, the other day


He bought the shoes from a posh shoe show room in town


When a beautiful sales girl there trapped him


To buy the brand new shoes for a thousand bucks.


We all feel so frugal, bargain for a single buck


With a cobbler, fisher women or an auto driver


Who are struggling to make both ends meet; 




When spending in a bar, jewellery, hotel or a theatre


Show no sense of frugality or thrift whatsoever.


On ecstasy 

Ecstasy has come into my life


From worse to better, negative to positive


All the pain and agony that I had to suffer


I am sublimating it to thankfulness and joy.


From now on it is joy always in my life


Whatever may befall on me or may come


Be it pain, ignominy or ill treatment


I will take it positive, a blessing in my life.


No man is an island, all children of God


I love all, friends or foes, kith or kin


I love, trust, respect and fear my God


I would live, speak and write for him.


He gave meaning to my life, rescued me


His caring hands carried me through


Landmines, pitfalls, booby traps, set


To trap me and destroy me, by my foes.


I survived it all, reached joy and happiness




Why it had to be me, I am wondering


The devil made them tamper with my life


But God saved me and filled me with His spirit. 

On enemy 

Bayonets are there at the tip of the rifle


To annihilate the enemy by stabbing


To make sure that he dies and not lives


To strike back or even take revenge.


To forgive and pray for those who hurt us


To show the other cheek at those who slap us


Are all true values to hold dear and teach


And live by in this mad, mad world of today.


Wars are waged not only in battlefields


But in board rooms and conference halls


Schemes are made to destroy and kill


Competitors in business and other areas.


Cut throat competition kept off


Agape and concern for one’s brother


Hatred has taken sway in the world




Since Jesus died on the cross long ago.


On a sign board 

Have a great dream, our passion,


Our greatest desire, the thing,


We love to do creatively, the life goal,


Make an extra-step every day,


You will see your dream coming true.


Go straight on, not to end up in hell,


Without the high beam on, please


Dim the light for others also to go,


We all have to reach our destination


Sooner or later, at the end of life.


Do only right, no wrong, harm no one,


Help all; let your light shine for others,


So that they all can also reach


Their own goals in life,


Though our ways are different.


The song you wrote, sing for others,




Let them hear and see what it is,


Your last breath may be near,


But never pollute with it for others,


Eat fruits, herbs, grains, crops and medicine.


Water, air, light, space we have plenty


Preserve it for others, never waste any,


Eat as much, drink and breath full always,


To keep the life to go on till the end


Never sleep nor slumber, be always alive.


Do plan things early, seeking how to,


Take the easiest, smartest and


Quickest way possible,


Without delaying or procrastination


To do the smart and easy work always.


Check always whether accurate, asking


How, who, what, when, where, which


Never back bite, side track or disrupt


Avoid collision and clashes in our life,


So that we all can co-exist in peace.


On dreams 

New Year’s Day eve




The king wanted to see,


How his people celebrated,


Disguised he went to the rich people's place,


They drinking, dancing and making merry.


He got fed up,


Went to see how poor people fared,


No fun there, no frolicking, not even lights,


They all slept, hungry with no food,


A light came out of a half closed door.


The king peeped in,


Found an old man singing a sad song,


A young lady with her hair cut, dancing,


A thin young man playing a drum,


He got curious and went inside.


Asked them, why the sad song,


The old man said, out of his foolishness,


He dreamt that the king visited his hut


For the New Year, no food, no money to buy


The daughter sold her hair and made food ready.


Young man wanted to get a writer's job in the palace,


They all waited, ready for the king to come,




Till nightfall, the king did not turn up


Became sad, started singing the sad song,


Dancing and playing the drum.


The king did not say anything,


Ate the food and left the place, the next day,


Announced for the job of a writer for the palace,


Around five hundred people applied,


He gave a test to shortlist one candidate.


An allegory, ‘an old man singing a sad song,


A girl with her hair cut, dancing, a young man


Playing a drum, what was it all about?’


Only the old man’s son could write the answer,


He got the job, the family was rescued from poverty.


We all should have dreams about future,


If you have a dream about your future


Your dream would soon come pursuing you.


On time and money 

Most precious things in life,




Save as much as we can,


Never waste or misuse them,


Assets we should create,


Structure time most fruitfully,


Never spend or lend unnecessarily,


Make their optimum and maximum use.


On wants and needs 

Our wants are too many


Needs are relatively few


When they balance and equalise,


Life will be at equilibrium and optimum.


On Niagara syndrome 

On a sunny, breezy Sunday evening,


We are rowing a boat on a calm river,


Quite aimlessly, then a waterfall appears,


We are about to fall into it unaware, this is


Niagara syndrome, the unexpected disaster


To avert such a tragedy from our lives,


Keep wants and needs at equilibrium




Not wasting time or over spending money.


On riches in life 

Sufficient money, self-discipline,


Open mind, freedom from fears,


Hope of achievement, capacity for faith,


Harmony with other people, good health,


Willingness to share with others,


A job or trade we love to do creatively,


Discerning the motives of others,


Positive mind and outlook,


Are the true riches to aim in life.


On definite purpose 

Have a dream about what we want to be,


Fix a goal for our lives, a definite purpose,


Our most passionate desire with all the riches,




Make a fool-proof plan and try to reach it.


On-going an extra-mile 

Always do more work than we should;


Go one extra step in all things we do,


Doing more work than the pay we get,


Working more time than we should.


On mastermind alliance 

Make friends with keen discernment


With similar goals, and outlook of life,


With definite purpose and who support each other.


On applied faith 

Believe that God will take us to our goal,


And we have the ability to reach our purpose,


Avoid all negative and discouraging situations


Cultivate self-confidence and faith in ourselves.


On pleasing personality 

Smile at people we meet, show interest in them,


Remember their names; listen well to what they say,


Never find fault or criticize, appreciate the good in them,




Forgive those who harm us, love God, us and others.


On learning from defeat 

Evaluate our actions periodically,


Analyse the causes of failures,


See how they can be rectified,


Learn from defeat which is a real asset,


And make it a stepping stone in life.


On creative vision 

Visualize the future, comparing with past,


Figure out how a thing is going to be,


Using the imagination and past experience,


Making new plans to suit the situation,


Full of love for our dear ones, be romantic.


On personal initiative 

Get excited about reaching our purpose,


March ahead, jumping into full action


Never side tracking or procrastinating,


Avoiding indifference and laziness.




On accurate thinking 

Discern the reality always as it is


Use the five wives and one husband


What, when, where, which, why and how


Never be prejudiced or partial


See always, the thing we do is good,


Affordable and useful to reach our purpose.


On self-discipline 

Take full control of our mind with will power,


Censor every thought by reason and conscience


Have positive emotions like love, sex and romance,


Fill the memory with pleasant and useful thoughts,


Convince and fill the subconscious mind,


With our purpose, plans, dreams and positive ideas.


On concentration of endeavour 

Concentrate fully on our goal in life,


Never side track or go astray with fantasy,


Live every moment fully, they never come back,




Make hay while the sun shines.


On getting co-operation 

Be friendly and helpful to everyone


Give and share what we have with others,


Loving God, us, others, friends and foes alike,


Doing maximum good and no harm to anyone.


On enthusiasm 

Fill our life with enthusiasm to live,


Be thrilled about reaching our goal,


Love God, us and others, visualize and believe,


We achieving our dream and reaching our goal.


On habit of health 

Feel that we are always healthy


Eat enough, drink and breathe full,


Take medicine when we are sick,


Play games and exercise regularly,


Have fun, be romantic and jovial.




On applying the golden rule 

Love God, ourselves and others,


Never sin or harm anyone,


Not too much or too little of anything,


Help others and do maximum good,


See whether good, affordable and helpful


To reach our aim, the heaven after death.


On law of cosmic habit force 

Make a habit of living with purpose and plan,


Going extra-mile in all what we do


Doing Karma without Kama,


Make Artha with Dharma to reach Moksha.


Do have a great dream about future.


Be full of love, joy, peace, patience, kindness


Goodness, faithfulness, humility, self-control


And to have life in its fullness with joy,


Avoiding immorality, filthiness, indecency, idolatry, witchcraft,




Jealousy, anger, envy, drunkenness, and too much ambition.


Eden is closed behind us, can’t go back, we are now in Paradise,


On the way to heaven, can’t take anything with us,


Except the good we do, for which we will be remembered always,


An enriched life, without agony, pain and trauma which will purify us,


Always be attuned to our maker, praising, thanking and praying,


Life sweet and worth living, to have Agape, filled with pure love.


May your dreams come true and goals materialise.
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